Experimental demonstration of phase resonances in metallic compound gratings with subwavelength slits in the millimeter wave regime
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We provide experimental evidence of phase resonances in metallic periodic structures in which each period comprises several subwavelength slits of the same width. We have analyzed and measured the response of these structures in the millimeter wave regime and show that phase resonances are characterized by a remarkable minimum in the transmission response, as predicted by numerical calculations. We compare experimental with numerical results, obtaining a very good agreement between them. This experimental confirmation encourages research in compound structures and their multiple potential applications, such as frequency selective surfaces. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3086892]

It is well known that the transmitted response of a regular array of slits presents a series of Fabry–Pérot-like resonances, which appear as peaks in the transmittance for certain wavelengths.1 This transmission enhancement corresponds to waveguide resonances within each individual slit, and their location is related to the thickness of the structure. Consequently, the resonant wavelengths are nearly the same for structures with one, several, or many slits. Research on one-dimensional metallic structures has considerably increased in the last decade due to the enhanced transmission phenomenon first reported in a metallic plate with holes.2

Theoretical1,3,4 as well as experimental5,6 research has been carried out in connection with slit structures and their capability of producing enhanced transmission.

On the other hand, not so much attention has been paid to the study of dual-period structures. The first studies of the response characteristics of compound gratings were carried out for reflection structures,7–9 and later on the same phenomenon was found in transmission structures.10–13 It has been shown that transmission metallic gratings comprising several subwavelength slits within each unit cell exhibit phase resonances, i.e., resonances that are characterized by a phase reversal of the magnetic field in adjacent slits within each period.10,11 Such resonances only take place under \( p \)-polarized incidence (electric field in the plane of incidence), and they are only permitted when the period is formed by several slits or cavities. Phase resonances appear in the transmitted response as pronounced dips within a waveguide-mode resonance peak. With the increase in the number of slits in each period, more degrees of freedom are introduced, that allow for more possible near field configurations in which a phase reversal between adjacent slits is found.

Only a few recent works reported experimental demonstrations of phase resonances in slit structures. Hibbins et al.12 measured the transmissivity of an air-filled compound grating comprised of two narrow slits flanking a wider central slit under microwave radiation which is characteristic of phase resonances and Ma et al.13 reported measurements for periodic structures with unit cells consisting of two or three slits of different widths.

In this work we report experimental demonstration of phase resonances in compound structures comprising several slits of the same width, in the millimeter wave regime. Samples of one to three equal slits per period have been fabricated, and their transmittance and reflectance have been measured and compared with the results obtained by numerical calculations. Our work differs from Ref. 12 in several aspects. Especially, we include an analysis on the excitation of phase resonances in a two-slit-per-period structure, taking into account fabrication errors and slightly off-normal illumination effects.

In Fig. 1 we schematize a compound transmission grating with three slits within the period (\( J=3 \)). The period of the structure is \( d \) and the slit width and height are \( c \) and \( h \), respectively. The structure is illuminated by a linearly polarized Gaussian beam of wavelength \( \lambda \). Several samples with one to three slits per period were fabricated by wire-cut electrical discharge machining in thick aluminum wafers, as shown in Fig. 2. All the aluminum wafers have a diameter of 62.4 mm, and the geometrical parameters are \( d=2.8 \) mm, \( c=a=0.4 \) mm, and \( h=2.5 \) mm.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Scheme of the compound grating.
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The measurements of the transmitted intensity were performed with an ABmm™ quasioptical (QO) vector network analyzer which can operate from 40 GHz up to 260 GHz. This instrument is based on a solid state multiplier that generates the millimeter-submillimeter wave frequencies which are detected by harmonic mixer heterodyne downconversion. The QO setup consists of a corrugated horn antenna that generates a very well linearly polarized Gaussian beam which, after two ellipsoidal mirrors, is focused over the receiver antenna. This antenna is another corrugated horn which is very sensitive to polarization and well matched to the Gaussian beam. It has to be noted that the gated horn which is very sensitive to polarization and well matched to the Gaussian beam. This instrument is based on a solid state multiplier that generates the millimeter-submillimeter wave frequencies which are detected by harmonic mixer heterodyne downconversion. The QO setup consists of a corrugated horn antenna that generates a very well linearly polarized Gaussian beam which, after two ellipsoidal mirrors, is focused over the receiver antenna. This antenna is another corrugated horn which is very sensitive to polarization and well matched to the Gaussian beam. It has to be noted that the first experimental confirmation of extraordinary transmission in subwavelength hole arrays in the Fraunhofer region and in a slit with grooves structure in the Fresnel region, in the millimeter wave regime—where metals are nearly perfect conductors—was done with this instrument.15,16

Experimental reflection and transmission measurements were performed for the three samples with $J=1$ (simple grating), $J=2$, and $J=3$. The results obtained for both polarization modes under normal incidence are compared with numerical simulations in Fig. 3. Two methods have been used to validate the numerical results. From one hand, the classical modal method,17 which has already been used to model compound gratings formed by grooves or slits.7,8,10,11 On the other hand, CST Microwave Studio™, a completely numerical approach based upon finite integration time domain method, has been used to validate the results.

In Fig. 3 we show curves of transmitted and reflected intensities as a function of the wavelength. In the frequency range considered, the slits have subwavelength width, and then no transmission is found for $s$ polarization, as expected due to the cutoff frequency for propagating modes. Therefore, all the power is reflected by the structure, regardless of its type (simple or compound).

The picture is different for $p$ polarization, where no cutoff frequency exists and there is at least one propagating mode within the slits even for subwavelength widths. In this case, several peaks in the transmitted response are expected for $p$-polarized incidence, at wavelengths corresponding to the waveguide-mode resonances of each single slit.12 also called Fabry–Pérot resonances. For ideal slits on a perfectly conducting structure, these resonances are expected to occur at $\lambda=2h/n$, where $n$ is a positive integer. Then, for the pa-
rameters of the fabricated samples, the first two resonances are expected at $\lambda/d \approx 1.8$ and 0.9, and these values are shared among the three samples since they do not depend on the number of slits per period but only on the thickness-to-wavelength ratio of each single slit.

For the simple grating (one slit per period, $J=1$), two peaks are observed in the transmitted response, which are associated with waveguide-mode resonances [Fig. 3(a)]. These peaks are found at $\lambda/d \approx 2.11$ and 1.13, i.e., are shifted from the ideal values. This difference comes essentially from the width-to-depth ratio of the slits. As it was shown by Takakura, there is an increase in the resonant Fabry–Pérot wavelengths even for narrow slits on a perfect conductor. Experimental and numerical results agree very well in this case.

The two peaks that appear in the $J=1$ curve are present in the $J=2$ and $J=3$ curves [Figs. 3(c) and 3(e)], which correspond to compound structures with two and three slits per period, respectively. It can be observed that as $J$ increases, the peaks are widened and slightly shifted (notice that for $J=3$ only the right part of the first peak remains within the frequency range considered). However, for $J=2$ and $J=3$ a dip is observed within each transmission peak in the experimental curves, which is in good agreement with the numerical predictions for $J=3$ [Fig. 3(e)] but not for $J=2$ [Fig. 3(c)]. These narrow dips are associated with the excitation of phase resonances in compound structures. The fields in all slits of a simple perfectly periodic grating are essentially equal due to the pseudoperiodic condition. However, when slits are added to the period (compound grating), new degrees of freedom open up and the distribution of field phases in the different slits within each period can have different configurations. Under normal incidence, the possible phase configurations must be symmetrical. For instance, for three slits in the period, there are only two possible configurations: (i) all the slits have equal phase ($+ + +$) and (ii) the external slits have equal phase, different from the central one. In particular, when the phases in adjacent slits are opposite to each other, $\pi$ resonances can be excited, and this is the case of the dips at $\lambda/d \approx 1.1$ and 2.1 in Fig. 3(e). For structures with one or two slits in the period under normal incidence, different phases in adjacent slits cannot occur, and therefore no phase resonances should be expected. However, if the incidence is no longer normal, the symmetry is broken and different phases could be found in adjacent slits, which eventually may generate a phase resonance. This can partly explain why the measurements and the theory do not agree for $J=2$. Since the horn antennas do not transmit a perfectly planar beam, there are non-normal components that produce a phase resonance even under normal illumination, and this is observed as a very weak feature in the transmitted response. This effect was also observed in Ref. 12.

The disagreement between the experiment and the simulation in the $J=2$ case can also be attributed to imperfections of the sample, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b). It is important to remark that in this case, the limits of this fabrication technology have been reached. The different widths of the slits generate an asymmetry in the sample, which in turn produces the excitation of a phase resonance, as predicted for $J=2$ under oblique illumination or that observed in Ref. 13 for two nonequal slits. To visualize this effect, we added in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) a dashed curve which corresponds to the simulation for a structure with two slits with 10% difference in their widths: $c_1=0.4$ mm and $c_2=0.44$ mm. It can be noticed that the phase resonance minimum is already present in this case (unlike the equal-width slits case) as observed in the experimental data, and this confirms that an error in the sample fabrication can lead to weak phase resonance dips in the transmission. In both samples ($J=2$ and $J=3$), the lower quality of the experimental dips compared with the numerical ones can also be attributed to imperfections of the sample, as well as to the finite size of the illuminated area. As expected, for $s$ polarization no resonances are present.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the existence of phase resonances in metallic periodic structures in which each period comprises several identical subwavelength slits. Aluminum samples with one to three slits per period have been fabricated and their reflectance and transmittance have been measured. We have compared measured and simulated results in the millimeter wave regime and found a very good agreement between them. The transmittance curves confirm that phase resonances are characterized by a remarkable minimum within the waveguide resonance peaks in the transmission response, as predicted by numerical calculations. We have shown that a slit width of roughly $\lambda/10$ is sufficiently subwavelength to excite phase resonances. This is an important fact if we think of applying this property for the design of selective devices and also to extend the applicability of this phenomenon to optical wavelengths, where subwavelength slits mean nanosized features.
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